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Full STEAME ahead!

Hello and Welcome Everybody to the first ever
STEAME platform from Students for Students!
Use the QR code on the left for direct access to
the STEAME Students platform. Crawl through
an easy registration and explore a new universe
in the familiar galaxy of DISCORD a free voice,
video and text chat app.

What’s this project

about?

by PROJECT TEAM

This project establishes a
communication Network based
on the DISCORD internet ser-
vice (and/or other assisting
tools like ZOOM or TEAMS
or YouTube) for facilitating the
exchange of ideas and creative
thinking between school stu-
dents interested in STEAME
subjects (Science, Technology,
Engineering, Arts, Mathemat-
ics, Entrepreneurship), includ-
ing but not limited to high-
ability students.

Why STEAME?

We consider STEAME Ed-
ucation and Learning ap-
proaches as the most optimal
for the future. This is a stu-
dent centered project, one of
very few of this kind. The idea
is to help school students of
mainly secondary level (grades
7-12) to build up a commu-
nity, able to sustain with pro-
gressively less supervision and
mentoring. Thus the service in
a fully innovative manner will
allows school students to in-
teract, communicate, present,
discuss, post problems videos,
post problems solution videos,

post teaching/learning videos,
chat etc. For more info go di-
rectly to the STEAME Students
platform.

Who are we?
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Thales Foundation

Pedagogical University
of Cracow
Doukas School

Disclaimer

This project has been funded with the support from the European Commission. This newsletter
reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use
which may be made of the information contained herein.
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